
CRITERIUM OF THE ACES

Make way for the unrepentant Juggler, orator painter whose
mouth shall be sewn up with strong leather laces, like a shoe,
the shoe of the Hanged Man, “twelfth card.”
Here neither Good nor Evil nor Time nor Space nothing but the
Eternal Present, privilege of the Image.
Image that animates the one who desires it.
Anxious souls concerned with the Future, the Aces will reassure
you.
There is no Future, let us predict it !! And let us defy the Devil
who deals us the cards.

Table of the Juggler
here then are the four ACES

 

by
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a word to the Wise!

Flowering branch picked in the springtime of the World!
Magician’s Wand or sorcerer’s lightning-bolt rod you make water
spring from the rock you strike.
Beautiful flowering stick of the devouring journeyman in which he
will carve his Rule, a Rule which will lead his work to perfection.
Forgotten one evening of exhaustion his apprentice will seize it
and strike the Master, great Architect of the TEMPLE and kill him.
Sprig of acacia you will flower his grave.
Sceptre!
Insignia of command you make Tears spring from the thief you
punish as with the Rock and spur on the THE steed you lash.
Companion of the lost traveller, you protect him at night. Finally
support of the exhausted old man you are thrown in the Fire when
he dies.
You thus rekindle the flames of the burning hearth which will
smelt the precious Metal, substance of the coin.

The fire of the Wand smelts the Metal become stream the light
Metal fixed in the hollow of the abysses which the fire resuscitates
makes supple agile and brilliant your lost drops take as they cool
the shape of the Stars and like them at Night are the reflection of
the Day.
Chief, powerful and wealthy in artifice you manage human
societies, you sustain passion. You are instability even
indifference and dispersion.

new heart desiring to retain and to keep, thirsty for the liquid
passionate for whom abandon is death.

You once were the Bronze vase built by the hands of Hiram to
measure those things contained and Measurable concern for
Equity obsession of Solomon.

Cup of Dew you are the Red Rose. Mirror of the Sun.

You spread yourself over the Fire you quench.

You slake the thirst of man till the Drunkenness that brings
him closer to his God.

Emblem of the oath and of lasting friendships.

Finally spilt in the Earth you make the flowered Branch reborn
New ACE which will open up to us the doors of the next Cycle if
the painter does not decide to remain hung between the two
Trees.

Head down sleeping the sleep of the bat clutched on to the
ceiling of the caverns.

The image of the FOOL advises Prudence for the dog cruelly
bites the legs of the half-savant.

THE CUP

Let us rest on this Cloud.
 

COIN

STAFF Alone, in the universe, without vice and without virtue you confer
them according to your will to the most disparate beings and
objects. making the strong stronger you annihilate the weak.
Great Master of Chance, you go, you come, you disappear without
a trace.
Thanks to the flowering Wand the still burning Fire of a tougher
metal will melt us.

The Flame fixed in the Steel, the flame that burns flesh with its
sharp point. gives its shape to the Sword which pierces provoking
Wound and Pain.
The flame crosses THE NIGHT.
In the splendour of the Day. the solar ray Sword of the World
transpierces the clouds.
Instrument of anger and of Hatred it engenders Murder and
suffering.
It delivers the frightened Hero and arms the hand of the criminal
with the same fervour.
Indistinctly it is the support of outraged honour or else the dark
tool of crime
It cuts the flowers transpierces the Trees
Scores the Earth cleaves Stones chops Wood.
It finally pierces the Heart whose tearful blood will spread on the
ground.
Blood eager to rejoin the Vase which will hold it, a new Wound
that desires it. it is

THE SWORD


